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The Best Free Gift in Trading Education History
Dean Edelson
Congratulations!
You’re about to get one of the most powerful no-nonsense, strategy-driven, wealthexploding investment packages ever put together…absolutely FREE.
This massive 100% pure content gift that you’re about to receive was personally put
together by none other than Larry Levin…reluctant guru to the ‘big players,’ celebrity
financial analyst, and one of the country’s most successful and respected traders and
investors.
With a retail street value of $985, “The Best Free Gift in Trading Education History“
packs a high octane financial punch specifically customized to get your investing
venture skyrocketing.
Why is Larry giving you this invaluable investing package absolutely FREE? Because
he’s reached the boiling point with unscrupulous and unsavory ‘advisors’ who make big
claims and never deliver on their promises.
And he wants to make dead certain you’ve got the best information on the planet for
making smart and informed investing and trading decisions.
Whether you’re currently a full or part-time trader, looking to create a secondary income
stream, or just testing the investing waters, “The Best Free Gift in Trading Education
History” is the ultimate tool in helping you create a rock solid investor foundation and
trader launching pad.
Once you receive your package and go through these never-before-available materials,
you’ll experience the investing education of a lifetime.
You’ll have an unfair advantage over all the market ‘dabblers’ and so-called ‘know-it-all’
investors…even if you’ve been trading for years.
What’s more, you’ll be equipped right out of the gate with superior techniques to help
you filter the fluff and cut through the maze of government interference, high-frequency
trading, and the swollen market craziness that drives most traders insane.
Just take a look at all you get with your “Best Free Gift in Trading Education History“
package…

DVD #1… ”Confessions From the Trading Floor—The Biggest Trades of all Time”
Get ready to experience some of the most outrageous…and REAL…trades transacted
in and around the Chicago Exchange and Financial District. They will leave your head
spinning!
You’ll also get to hear…and be privy to… a select few ‘underground’ trades that
regulators and agents DO NOT want you to know about…and that everyday investors
never even hear about.
And…find out what really happens behind the closed doors in those exact same trading
prop firms. The hairs on your head will stand straight up once you get an earful of these
shocking ‘behind the scenes’ revelations.
”Confessions From the Trading Floor—The Biggest Trades of all Time” is valued at $95.
DVD #2…Module 1: “The Market Profile Exposed”
Larry literally hands you the keys to the vault to effectively use the Market Profile Chart.
Up to now, the profile chart has been a complicated, brain-bending, bell-curve
challenging ball of confusion.
Using Larry’s secret recipe for reading and playing the market, you’ll be able to instantly
understand--once and for all--market direction and trends that are critical to your
success.
The elusive interpretation of the infamous ‘bell curve’ will no longer be a mystery to you.
You’ll eagerly embrace it as a cherished asset AND as your own personal lethal
weapon.
Bottom line, this one chart is your crystal ball to trading like a pro.
“The Market Profile Exposed” has a retail value of $175, and, as you’ll agree, worth
every penny.
DVD #2…Module 2: ”The Breakout Box Technique”
This is one of Larry’s exclusive ‘signature’ strategies for entering ANY stock trade using
The Trend.
Larry personally guides you on how to chart any stock using this revolutionary
technique.
Unlike complicated ‘market indicators’ and mind-melting software, The Trend is super
simple to learn using this one easy calculation. You’ll ‘get it’ in less than 30 seconds and
can begin trading with confidence immediately.

With a retail value of $125, ”The Breakout Box Technique” is essential to your investing
success.
But I have to warn you…DO NOT attempt to trade without knowing this proprietary
analysis. Not knowing this technique can cost you dearly.
There’s MORE!
You also get…
“The 10 Trading Commandments” PLUS a special “Trading Journal”
Once you get your hands on these essential 10 Trading Commandments, you’ll avoid
the pitfalls, failures, and shattered dreams that so many reckless, emotions-driven
investors succumb to.
These Commandments are specifically designed to support both new and experienced
investors…and should be framed and hung on your wall and memorized.
Once you know what these commandments are and followed, you substantially
decrease your risk and skyrocket your opportunities.
AND…with your sleek new Trading Journal, you can instantly improve your simulated
and real trades by documenting, recognizing, and identifying profile trends, market
movement, and your own trading behavior.
“The 10 Trading Commandments” and your “Trading Journal” is valued at $95.
As a BONUS, you also get 30 Day “Total-Card Entry Access” to Larry’s Live Online
Real Time Trading Signal Room and Learning Center.
This exclusive learning portal is your golden ticket to take full advantage of…










Observing the open market in real time along with the pros
Interacting with premier trading educators
Access to live charts and market profiles in real time
Get daily turbo-charged lessons from our superstar traders
Daily, cutting edge trading techniques
Complete access to the latest investing and trading tools
“View & Learn” LIVE market watch
All your burning questions answered when YOU need it
Plus daily signals from actual traders

As you can see, this 30 Day “Total-Card Entry Access” to Larry’s Live Online Real Time
Trading Signal Room and Learning Center …valued at $495…gives you an exclusive
fly-on-the-wall advantage for all your trades.
You get everything just described…with a massive total value of $985… ABSOLUTELY
FREE.
Not only will you get a sweet package delivered right to your doorstep, you’ll also get
videos and content delivered right to your email inbox…so there’s no waiting!
Get started right away on your yellow brick road to success…knowing that once you go
through all the materials, you can trade and invest WITHOUT fear and WITH total
confidence.
Get Larry Levin’s market and investing advantage today with this easy, step by step fullthrottle Trading system. Just $19.95 to cover shipping and handling charges.
Again, here’s everything you get with “The Best Free Gift in Trading Education History“:







“The Market Profile Exposed”
“The Breakout Box Technique”
“The 10 Trading Commandments”
“Trading Journal”
30 Day “Total-Card Entry Access” to The Online Real Time Learning Center.
Plus bonus videos delivered right to your inbox

You get this entire reputation-staking package for FREE plus $19.95 to cover shipping
and handling. Simply enter your information on this page to super charge your path to
investing and trading success!

